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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper describes a system of logic that has both an algebraic syntax and a graphical 
syntax and that may be regarded as a kind of semantic net. The paper analyses certain "valental" 
characteristics of terms and graphs of this logical system: characteristics defined in terms of the 
"valence," or number of argument-places, in the terms and graphs. The most famous valental result is 
the so-called "Reduction Thesis" of Charles Sanders Peirce. The paper briefly explicates the author's 
proof, which is to be published in a forthcoming book, of this Reduction Thesis. Several additional 
valental results are proved, and the potential of PAL as a bridge between logic and topological graph 
theory is suggested. 
Peircean Algebraic Logic--which I abbreviate as PAL--is a relational algebraic system of logic 
formalizing and modifying some of the logical ideas of Charles S. Peirce and Hans G. tlerzberger, 
which system [ have used to prove in detail Peirce's so-called "Reduction Thesis. "l This thesis 
and its proof I shall briefly discuss later in this paper. A full exposition of PAL and the detailed 
proof of the Reduction Thesis may be found in my forthcoming book A Peircean Reduction 
Thesi~ and the Foundations of "lbpological Logic [3]. An interesting feature of PAL is that, 
although it is a relational algebra using an algebraic notation, it is naturally presentable in a 
two-dimensiot,al, graphical syntax that closely resembles the syntax of Peirce's own "System of 
Existential Graphs"--which I abbreviate as EG~a graphical system of logic that lie invented in 
late 1896. "~ The graphical syntax of PAL also resembles John F. Sowa's system of conceptual 
graphs [6]. I shall assume that the reader has read the preceding article in this volume, '°'l'he 
Existential Graphs," by Don D. Roberts; I shall also assume that the reader is familiar with 
Sowa's work. Among the reasons Peirce had for devising a graphical syntax for logic was that 
such a syntax seemed to him to be a pronfising tool for exploring aifiliations between logic and the 
structure of space. Indeed, in the 1890's Peirce not only carried out extensive investigations in
the then-relatively-new mathematical subject of topology, but also repeatedly attempted to use 
logic in order to solve topological problems, such as the even-then-celebrated Four-Color Map 
Problem. Ilow successful Peirce was in his logico-topological investigations remains obscure, 
because the matter has not yet been sufficiently researched. Investigations of the general sort 
that Peirce pioneered, however, undoubtedly would be valuable. The task of the present paper is 
to address the issue of relational valence, that is, the characteristics of a relational network that 
depend on the valence or "adicity" (or : "arity," the number of argument-places) of the relations 
it comprises. Peirce's graphical system EG may be regarded as a kind of semantic net. The 
same is true of my system PAL; and because this is so, a valental analysis of PAL applies mutalis 
mutandis to other semantic net formalisms. 
I. FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF PAL 
PAL may be regarded as a system of logic that is equivalent in expressive and deductive capac- 
ity to first-order predicate logic with identity. By contrast with standard systems of first-order 
| Peirce's ideas concerning systems of logic similar to PAL are scattered through much of his writing, but they arc 
concentrated in Iris discussions of various graphical systems of logic. The reader may consult, for example, [1]. 
H.G. Herzberger's discussion of Peirce's Reduction Thesis is given in [2]. 
2For a historical account of the origin of Peirce's existential graphs, one should consult [4,5]. 
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logic, however, PAL represents predicates (equivalently: relations) as terms of an algebra whose 
fundamental operations are negation (or : complementation) and two generalized versions of the 
relative product operation (or : the composition of relations). (In the following I shall use the suf- 
fix "adic" and the coined noun "adicity"--both of which are derivative from words like "monadic," 
"dyadic," and the like to indicate the number of "places" in a relation or the number of distinct 
free variables in a formula.) If 'R' is an n-adic predicate symbol of a standard system of first-order 
logic, and if 'x1', ' ' ' z , '  ., , x~. . . .  , are n distinct variables of the system, then 'R (zl,  x, . . .  x,,)' is a 
primitive well-formed formula (wff) of the system. If the logic is (extensionally) interpreted using 
model theory, then in a well-known fashion, the wff 'R(zl,z~.,..., xn)' will be correlated by an 
(extensional) interpretation function "." with a particular class of n-tuples over the domain D 
of the (extensional) interpretation, that is to say with an n-adic relation defined on the domain. 
In PAL the concept of an (extensional) interpretation (D, *) of the logic involves a technically" 
defined notion of "classes of 0-tuples" and a technically defined notion of an "empty n-tuple" 
for each integer n such that n >_ i. Aside from these technical notions, however, the differ- 
ences between PAL and standard systems of logic with regard to the concept of an (extensional) 
interpretation are minor. 
An important merit of PAL in comparison with standard systems of logic is the straightforward 
graphical representability of all terms of PAL. The simplest case is that of primitive terms. 
The primitive term 'R' of PAL that is correlated with the primitive wff 'R (xt, x~ . . . . .  z , ) '  of a 
standard system of logic appears in the graphical syntax of PAL as a vertex or "spot," from which 
radiate--in the manner of a child's drawing of the sun and its rays--n line-segments, which may 
also be called . . . .  rays, thus: 
In the drawing, each ray corresponds to a distinct free variable of ' l l  (~.t, x., . . . .  , ~,,)', and the 
vertex to which each of the n rays is attached at one of its two ends corresponds to tile n-adic 
predicate symbol 'R'. The rays are numbered in clockwise order beginning at tile twelve-o'clock 
position. Thus, "x is a man," "y loves z," and "w is a horse," are drawn as, respectively: 
.2 
The graphs of PAL differ from the graphs of EG in that the "rays" of the graphs of PAL iadicate 
free variables, whereas the corresponding structures of EG (lines of identity with free ends) 
indicate ezistentially qu,~nti[ied variables. Thus, if the three graphs just drawn were graphs of EG 
rather than graphs of PAL, they would depict the propositions "Something is a man," "Something 
loves something," and "Something is a horse," respectively. The difference between PAL and EG 
in this respect depends on the fact that in PAL existential quantification is represented very 
explicitly, in a manner to be discussed later in this paper. The reader should take note that in 
PAL (as well as in EG) individuals are represented by lines or edges, and not by vertices as in 
conventional semantic net notations. 
Not only may primitive terms be drawn graphically in the graphical syntax of PAL, but also 
the logical operations of PAL~and therefore terms in general of PAL--may be so drawn. As was 
previously stated, PAL has three logical operations: negation (or: complementation) and two 
generalizations of the relative product operation (or: the composition of relations). Negation 
is represented in the graphical syntax of PAL by drawing a simple closed curve that encloses 
precisely the term to be negated; the term's rays are extended outside the simple closed curve) 
:~The ideas of "inside the simple dosed curve" and "outside the simple closed curve" axe, of course, dependent on 
the curve's being "drawn on" or embedded in an orientnble surface in such a way that the Jorda~t curve theorem 
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Thus, for example, in graphical syntax the term of PAL corresponding to ' - . .R (zx ,z .  . . . .  , z . ) "  
would appear as: ~ ~ ' - ~ J  
In the previous article on EG by Roberts, the use of the simple closed curve to represent negation 
is discussed in connection with the complete and consistent deductive system Peirce introduced 
for EG. 
By contrast with negation, the generalized relative product operations of PAL need special 
introduction. (For the sake of brevity in the following accounts, I shall speak as if the operations 
applied directly to wHs of first-order logic rather than to the corresponding ferns of PAL.) In 
the ordinary relative product of two binary predicates--of, say, Fzy  and G:t0 in that order--the 
result--which in this case is (3t)(Fzt & Gfw)--is obtained by a three-step rocess. First, the two 
wffs in question are conjoined. Second, the second variable of the first wff is identified with the first 
variable of the second wff. Third, the result of the second step is quantified-over xistentially, 
with the variable of quantification being the variable used to identify the two variables that 
were identified in the second step. Graphically, this operatio, is depicted by connecting the ray 
corresponding to the second variable of the first wff and the ray corresponding to the first variable 
of the second wff, as follows. We begin with 
and the result is 
Now, both generalized relative product operations of PAL (and also their graphical depictions) 
are simply natural extensions of the ordinary relative product and its graphical depiction. The 
reader should see from the following discussions of these operations that one advantage tl*at tile 
graphical syntax of PAL has over conventional linear notation is that in it one thing appears 
as o.e line, rather than as several occurrences of a bound variable. The first such operation is 
called "Joint" and the second is called "Join~." 
Joinl is a unary operation that, when applied to a wff, identifies two variables in the wff 
and quantifies over them existentially. The operation is superscribed by an ordered pair of 
integers that are understood to indicate the variables that are to be identified and quantified 
over existentially. Thus, for example, doin~ '2 [R (zt, z2 . . . . .  z.)] would be (31) R (t, l, za . . . .  , z .) .  
Graphically, this result would be drawn as 
,*pplies, in other words so that the curve does indeed ivide the surface into two regions. In the case of" surf~es of 
genus 1 and greater, there are of coune simple closed curves tirol do not divide the surface into two region. An 
example would be ,* simple closed curve drawn around the "hole" of a doughnut's surface. 
cAr~ :3 -sm-v  
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To express graphically that something loves itself, one would draw 
(The reader should note here that in virtue of the numbering of the ~rays," the graph's line does 
not have to be directed.) 
Join, is a binary operation that, when applied to an ordered pair of wffs, conjoins them 
in the indicated order, identifies a variable in the first so-conjoined wff with a variable in the 
second so-conjoined wff, and then quantifies over them existentially. Like Joint, the operation 
is superscribed by an ordered pair of integers that are understood to indicate the variables that 
are to be identified and quantified over existentially. The second superscript is the sum of a) the 
adicity of the first wff operated upon, and b) the number of the relevant variable ot" the second 
wff operated upon. Thus, for example, doin~ '"+l [R (ct, c.. . . . . .  a:. ), .5"(/]1, Y2 . . . . .  ~/m)] would be 
(9/) [R (t, c.. . . . . .  z .  ) & S(t, l/a,..., Y,.)]. Graphically, this result would be drawn as 
f n+m-~ 
I / / '  ° ,,~ : z  , '~~n,  1 
"lb express graphically that some man loves some horse, one wouhl draw 
The reader should note that, when .tire Join-" oI)eration is applied to a pair of operands, all 
unjoined rays of both operands are subsequently renumbered it, a single series. 
Ill addition to the negation and Join operatioos, tire fuodamental resources of PAL include the 
relation of triple identity, also called "teridentity." Teridentity is the triadic relation that obtains 
amongc,  y, and z if and only i fx -y& y -  z. ht tl,e graphical syntax for PAL the vertex or 
spot for terideEltity is indicated by a point, as indicated ill the following picture. 
With the presentation of teridentity, tire most important ideas of PAL are at hand. In A 
Peircean Reduclion Thesis and the Foundations o[ Topological Logic I have proved that solely in 
terms of teridentity, negation, Joint, and Join-" one may define existential quantification, universal 
quantification, arbitrary variable identifications, Boolean sum (or: Disjunction), Boolean Product 
(or: Conjunction), and indeed the whole range of operations definable in first-order predicate logic 
with identity [3, Ch. 7]. For example, existential quantification is obtained by first Joining.~ a 
spot of teridentity to the variable to be quantified over, and then Joining! together the remaining 
two unconnected rays of the teridentity spot. Thus, if 'S' is the primitive term of PAL that is 
correlated with, let us say, the primitive wffS(cl,  ~-", Ca, x4), then existentially quantifying on the 
second variable, so as to produce the term of PAL corresponding to the wff (3c-") S(xt,  x-", Ca, x4), 
would be accomplished in the following sequence of steps. First, we begin with the graph of the 
primitive term 'S' of PAL. Second we attach by Join.. a spot of teridentity to the second ray of 
this graph. And, third, we Joint together the remaining two unconnected rays of the teridentity 
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spot. The entire process may be depicted as follows: 
I.[ .~ ,~2,7 .T2, 3 
? 7 
In effect, then, the existential quantifier is depicted by the graph 
d 
The sentence "Something loves something" would thus appear as 
In Peirce's EG "Something loves something" would of course appear as 
TIle justification of the employment of teridentity, in the manner just imlicatcd, to perform 
existential quantification may not be immediately apparent to tile reader. For this re~ou, a few 
comments ccm in order. TILe justification involves the semantical level of PAl,. An extensional 
(model-theoretic) interpretation of PAL involves an ~ssignment to every n-adic term of PAI, 
of a cl~tss of n-tuples over the domain of tile interpretation. O-adic terms--which Peirce called 
"medads", and which correspond to the closed sentences of first-order logic (and thus are infinite 
in nunlber)--are no exception, although such terms reqtlire a special defiuition of the notion of a 
"class of 0-tuples." Now tile semantics "works" in such a way that teridcntity is always assigned, 
for any domain D, the class of all 3-tuples over D of tile form (d, d, d), that is tile class of all 3- 
tuples each entry of which is the same element of D. Moreover, when a spot of teridentity isjoined 
to an unconnected ray of any n-adic term of PAL, the effect at the semantic level is to produce, 
from the class of n-tuples assigned to that n-adic term, a class of (n + l)-tuples; filrthermore, 
each (i* + l)-tuple in this produced class is obtained from an n-tuple of the class assigned to the 
n-adic term simply by doubling up the entry of this n-tuple that corresponds to the unconnected 
ray to which the spot of teridentity is attached. Thus, to take a simple example, if the class of 
4-tuples assigned by the interpretation to S--where 'S' corresponds to 'S(zL, xu, r3, x.~)'~were 
the class consisting of the single 4-tuple (dr, d~,d:~, d4), then the cla.ss of 5-tuples produced at 
the semantic level by attaching a spot of teridentity to tile second unconnected ray of the graph 
of S would be the class consisting of the single 5-tuple (dt,d~.,d.,.,d3, d.l). Now, Joiningl the 
remaining unconnected rays of the teridentity spot to each other ha.s the effect of simply deleting 
from each 5-tuple in tile relevant class both the second and the third entry. Thus, in the simple 
example at hand, the result would be (dr, da, da). This result is, of course, exactly the result we 
want for the existential quantification (3~.~)S(zL,x~., x3, z4). The reader should consult one of 
the standard books on model theory, such as Chang and Keisler, for further information [7]. For 
the full semantics of PAL, the reader may consult my forthcotifing book A Peircean Redaction 
Thesis and the Foundations of Topological Logic. 
In this book t have proved that every wff of first-order logic may be translated in a systematic 
fashion into a wff of PAL [3, Ch. 8]. PAL is as extensive in its capacity of expression as is first- 
order predicate logic with identity. In addition one may also show (indeed, I have proved in work 
still in manuscript form) that PAL can be fitted out with a set of deductive rules that not only 
form a consistent and complete system, but also are capable of being represented quite naturally 
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in graphical syntax. What the foregoing facts mean is that whatever may be accomplished in
standard first-order predicate logic with identity may also be accomplished in PAL, and thus 
represented in graphical syntax. 
PAL is thus in one sense the equivalent of first-order logic. Yet in respect of its two-dimensional 
syntax, PAL is utterly unlike standard logic. And it is this feature of it that should make it useful 
for logical and mathematical research. For PAL provides the possibility of associating with logical 
structures certain structures that are essentially topological in character. At the end of this paper 
I shall sketch some of the potential of this claim. 
2. THE REDUCTION THESIS 
The moat famous result in valental analysis is Peirce's Reduction Thesis. Peirce's Reduction 
Thesis is a doctrine that has both a negative and a positive component. The negative component 
of the Thesis says, first, that relations of adicity 2 may not in 9eneral be constructed front 
relations exclusively of adicity 1; and, second, that relations of adicity 3 or greater may not tn 
general be constructed from relations exclusively of adicities 1 and/or 2. The positive component 
of the Thesis says that all relations, regardless of the domain---of arbitrary (non-negative integer) 
adicities-may be constructed from relations exclusively of adicities I, 2, and 3. 
The essence of the negative component of Peirce's Reduction Thesis can be put briefly i, 
the following manner. 4 From an initial stock consisting solely of monadic relations, we can by 
Joining produce only a very boring relational "world" consisting of monads and "medads" (0-adic 
relations), such as 
Moreover, from an initial stock consisting solely of monadic and dyadic relations, we can by 
Joining produce only a very boring relational "world" consisting of "medads," monads, and 
dyads, such as 
Tile extremely limited potential for relational construction starting from monads and/or dyads 
contrasts tarkly with the immense, varied, and hugely interesting relational "world" available 
once triads are added to the initial stock of relations, as the following graphs indicate. 
] l I I I ]]  
The two uses of the italicized phrase "in general" in tile first paragraph of tile present part of 
this paper may be explicated more precisely in terms of the concepts of "degenerate" and "non- 
degenerate" relations. The negative part of the Reduction Thesis says, to be precise, that from 
monads alone only degenerate dyads and triads may be constructed, and that from monads and 
dyads alone only degenerate riads may be constructed. A degenerate r lation is one that (at the 
level of semantics) is Cartesian factorable into relations exclusively of adicities 1 and/or 2. Thus, 
a degenerate dyad is one that (at the level of semantics) is Cartesian factorable into two monadic 
factors, and a degenerate riad is one that (at the level of semantics) isCartesian factorable ither 
into three monadic factors or else into two factors one of which is monadic and the other of which 
is dyadic. It turns out that what appears as Cartesian factors at the level of semantics appears 
4See [3, Chapters 5-6], for a detailed exposition and proof of the negative component or Pelrcv's Reduction Thesis. 
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in the graphical syntax of PAL as separate connected pieces of a graph. So, for example, whereas 
a non-degenerate triad would appear in graphical syntax as 
3. 
a degenerate triad would appear as one of the following: 
t 
Readers hould take note here, for comparison, that the graph 
v ~ 
is not a triad at all, but rather a 0-adic relation (a Peircean "medad') that is obtained from three 
dyadic relations by Joining. 
Now l shall discuss the positive component of Peirce's Reduction Thesis. Suppose we assert: 
"a gives b to c." We may also express this assertion by saying: "There is an occurrence o.fgiving 
with respect to which a is donor, b is given, and c is recipient." In using this second form of 
assertion, which is clearly an existence-claim, we are employing what Peirce called "hypostatic 
abstraction." lfypostatic abstraction is simply the nominalization of verbs and adjectives into 
abstract referential terms (abstract nouns). By means of such nonlinalization we are enabled 
to replace ~Lssertions like Gabc by assertions like (3x) (Gx lg It x a & 12x b lg /az c), where Gz 
means "x is an occurrence of giving," l i ra means "a is donor with respect o x," l~xb means "b is 
given with respect o x," and/axe means "e is recipient with respect o x." Once we nominalize 
verbs a,,d adjectives in this way, however, we in effect commit ourselves to the existence of 
abstract "things" (such as occurrences of giving) to which we were not committed prior to the 
nomia;dization. In effect, by using hypostatic abstraction, we "create" a new individual and add 
it to the domain of interpretation. 
Peircean hypostatic abstraction always works in the foregoing fashion. By employing it, we 
are able to replace a relation of adicity n with an equivalent relation that is constructed from 
one monadic relation, n dyadic relations, and n + 1 occurrences of the triadic identity relation 
(teridentity). It should be clear, however, that in doing so we are committed at the level of 
(extensional) semantics to augmenting the domain of (extensional) interpretation by adding to 
the original domain (whatever it was) the n-tuples of the (extensional) interpretation of tile 
original n-adic relation. What A Peircean Reduction Thesis and the Foundations of Topological 
Logic proves is that this procedure may always be accomplished [3, Ch. 9]. 
It is precisely in its analysis of hypostatic abstraction, and in its account of teridientity and 
the role of teridentity in hypostatic abstraction, that A Peircean Reduction Thesis and the Foun- 
dations of Topological Logic differs most obviously from the "bonding algebra" of tlerzberger [2]. 
The book's main result is not only consistent with the reduction result achieved by tlerzberger 
but also in fact entails precisely tlerzberger's result; Herzberger's theorem is proved in the book, 
although by a different method than Herzberger himself uses. s The book also shows explicitly 
that, despite appearances, its reduction result is really consistent with the reduction to dyadic re- 
lations achieved by Leopold LSwenheim in 1915 [8] and tile reduction to dyadic relations achieved 
Stlez'zberger shows that if the domain of interpretation has cardinality at least an great as the ¢ardJnality of 
the relation to be reduced to triads, then the reduction may be accomplished without resorting to hypoatatic 
abstraction. 
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by W.V.O. Quine in 1955 [9]. And the book indicates why its main results hould not be thought 
to be inconsistent with any of the work of Tarski el al. concerning cylindrical algebras (for 
example, [i0]). 
The following example shows a bit more about how hypostatic abstraction works. The graph 
in the example displays the presence of the remarkable triadic relation of "teridentity" that 
inevitably is involved in every case of reduction by hypostatic abstraction. Let the term R ~ 
of PAL correspond to the wff R(zt,z~ . . . . .  x,~) of quantificational logic. Let an (extensional) 
interpretation (D, *) be given; and let D + be DU *(Rn). Then one can define the monadic 
term R 1, and n dyadic terms I~, I~, . . . ,  I,~, so that, when • is extended to D + in the obvious 
way, the term R n and a certain term t, which is constructed from R l and the n dyadic terms 
I~, I~, . . . ,  I~, will have the same (extensional) interpretation. The term t corresponds to what 
would be written in quantificational logic as 
In graphical syntax, this amounts to replacing the graph 
with the graph for t, which is 
The presence of n + 1 occurrences of the teridentity term in this graph is obvious. It is also 
obvious that tim graph is composed of terms of PAL exclusively of adicities 1, 2, and 3. 
3. VALENTAL ANALYSIS 
I shall assume that the reader is familiar with the ,lotion of a "graph." A "pseudo-graph" is 
merely a generalization of the concept of a graph, one that allows for "multiple edges" between 
two vertices and one that also allows for "loops," that is to say edges both of whose ends attach 
to the same vertex. The concept also allows for multiple loops. I now want to generalize the 
notiou of a pseudo-graph. I shall give an intuitive and heuristic rather than a formal and technical 
account of this generalization. 
I shall use Peirce's own ternfinology and speak of this generalization as the notion of a "valental 
graph." The word "valental" derives from the chemical notion of "valence," for which Peirce used 
the word "valency." Peirce, whose own graduate degree from Harvard was in chemistry, tended to 
think of conceptual combination as being a sort of combination of "conceptual ions." Herzberger 
explicated this sort of combination with his "bonding algebra" [2], and Kenneth Ketner showed 
the graphical affiliations of this sort of conceptual combination [4]. A valental graph is in effect 
a pseudo-graph t at can also contain what we might call "unconnected rays" or rays with "loose 
ends." In a valental graph each vertex is understood to possess inherently a determinate number 
of what we might call "bonds," "valental positions," or "adicity places." Thus, each vertex vi in a 
valental graph has associated with it what I shall call a determinate "adicity" oi. We can depict, 
as Peirce in fact also did in EG and in his own discussion of valental graphs, a vertex ofa  valental 
graph as a circular "spot" drawn on a surface. ~We can also picture each adicity place of a vertex 
SPeirce's discussion of valent~l graphs is found in his unpublished MS 482, which was written near the end of 1896 
and entitled "On Lo~cM Graphs?' The reference number "MS 482" refers to the numericM assigmnent in Ill]. 
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as a line-segment attached at one and only one o.f its ends to the spot depicting the vertex, 
attached moreover to a particular position located around the circumference of this spot. The 
other end of the thus-attached line-segment either is left "free" (or : "loose") in order to indicate 
a potential for being "bonded" (or : "connected") to a "loose end" of any other line-segment that 
might be similarly singly-attached to a vertex; or else actually is "bonded" (or: connected) to 
another such "loose end," thereby forming an edge of the valental graph. An edge of a vahntal 
graph, that is to say a line-segment that is attached at both of its ends to (spots depicting) 
vertices, is then to be thought of as having been created by joining together or "bonding" (two) 
"loose ends" of (two) rays that were previously only singly-attached to vertices. For example, 
the single edge in the valental graph 
is to be thought of as the result of bonding the two longer rays of the following valental graph 
Whenever any term of PAL is depicted graphically, the result is either a valental graph or else a 
valental graph upon which is superimposed various imple closed curves corresponding to various 
negation operations. 
It should be clear that we may define for valentai graphs uch standard notions of graph theory 
as 1) V = the number of vertices, 2) E = the number of edges, 3) P = the number of connected 
pieces, azld 4) N = tile nullity, that is to say the "number of fundamental cycles" (the minimum 
number of cycles ill tile valental graph from which all cycles in the graph will result by the 
"addition" of cycles). Additionally, let us also define 5) A = the number of "loose ends" of the 
graph, which we might call tile "adicity" or the "valence" of the valental graph as a whole. It 
is to be noted that a valental graph containing but a single vertex may have an adicity which is 
different from the adicity of that vertex itself, for an edge in a valental graph may have both its 
ends attached to the same vertex. 
For this reason also, we must distinguish between the adicity of a vertex in a valental graph, 
which property that vertex has independently of any connections there might be in the graph of 
edges to it, and what I shall call tile "adity" of the vertex in the graph. The adity of a vertex in 
a valental graph is the number of adicity places of that vertex that axe either connected by edges 
to other vertices in the graph or else remain as "loose ends" in the graph. The adity di of any 
given vertex vl in a valental graph, therefore, is the adicity ai of vi minus twice the number of 
edges in tile graph both ends of which axe attached to vi. For example, as the following picture 
shows, a vertex of adicity 2 in a valental graph would have adity = 0 if a single edge ran between 
one of the two adicity places of this vertex and the other. 
In summary, then, if we let £i denote the number of edges in a valental graph that have both 
ends attached to vl, then 
d i -  a i -2E i .  
It is to be noticed that each edge attached at both its ends to the same vertex vi produces a
single loop or simple cycle associated with vi. If we now let Ni be the number of all such loops 
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or simple cycles associated with the vertex vi, then obviously 
Ni =E i ,  
so that 
di = ai - 2Ni. 
By rearranging this last equation, we get the equation 
ai = di + 2Ni. 
In any valental graph, then, the adicity of each vertex equals the adity of that vertex plus 
twice the nullity of that vertex. In terms of the foregoing notions, we may now prove several 
Propositions. 
PROPOSITION I : (ADICITY FORMULA, VALENCE FORMULA). In a valental graph, let each ver- 
tex vi have adicity ai. Then the adicity A of the graph is given by 
A = ai - 2E. 
PROOF. It is obvious that the number of "loose ends" in a valental graph containing no edges is 
the sum of the adicities of all the vertices in the graph (including the teridentity vertices, each of 
which of course has adicity 3). Because ach edge of a valental graph that contains at least one 
edge is obtained by connecting two "loose ends" of some (possibly disconnected) valental graph 
that contains one fewer edges, tile result follows by a simple induction. | 
PROPOSITION 2 : (EULER-POINCAR~ FORMULA). hi a valental graph, E - V + P - N = O. 
PROOF. It is clear that ill tile "empty" valental graph (which cotttains no vertices or edges) 
E = V = P = N = 0, so that tile result obtains. Now, every valental graph is constructed 
stepwise from the empty valental graph by successively performing one of the following three 
type-s of operation: a) drawing in a new vertex or "spot" with zero or more attached "rays" or 
"loose ends" that indicate its adicity places; b) forming an edge by connecting a "loose end" in 
one connected piece of an (unconnected) valental graph and a "loose end" in another connected 
piece of the graph; c) forming an edge by connecting a "loose end" in one connected piece of a 
valental graph and another "loose end" in the same connected piece of tile graph. 
Now, if we let AE,  AV, AP ,  and AN represent changes in the values of E,V ,P ,  and N, 
respectively, then in case of any operation whatsoever, it is obvious that A(E  - V + P - N) = 
AE-  AV + AP-  AN. 
In case an operation of type a) is performed, we clearly have that AE  = 0, AV = +1, AP  = +1, 
and AN=0,  sothatAE-AV+AP-AN=0.  
In case an operation of type b) is performed, we clearly have that AE  = +1, AV = 0, AP  = -1, 
and AN=0,  sothatAE-AV+AP-AN=0.  
In case an operation of type c) is performed, we clearly have that AE  = +I, AV = 0, AP  = 0, 
and AN=+I ,  so thatAE-AV+AP-AN=0.  
[[enee, for any operation of type a), b), or c), A£  - AV + AP  - AN = 0, so that A(E  - V + 
P - N) = 0. Tile result thus follows by an easy induction. 1 
COROLLARY '-).1. In a "forest" (that is to say, a valental graph of adicity 0 that contains no 
cycles) we have that V - E -" P. 
PROOF. Taking N = 0 in Proposition 2, we get that E -  V + P --- 0. The result follows 
immediately. | 
COROLLARY 2.2. In a "tree" (that is to sa); a connected valental graph of adicity 0 that contains 
no cycles) we have that V - E = 1. 
PRoof .  Being connected means that P - 1. Hence the result is immediate from the previous 
Corollary. | 
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PROPOSITION 3: (PEIRCE'S FORMULA) r. Let a valental graph with V vertices vl, v2 . . . .  , vv be 
given. For each non-negative integer k, let n~ denote the total number of vertices vi in the graph 
with adity di -- k, and let ck be the sum of the nullities Ni of all the vertices vi in the graph with 
adity di = k. Then 
Oo 
A - 2P + 2N = ~'~(knk - 2n~ + 2ck), 
k--0 
where A, P, and N are adicity, pieces, and nullity, respectively of the graph. 
PROOF. Solving the Euler-Poincar6 Formula for E, we get 
E=V-P+N.  
Substituting this value of E into the Adicity Formula, we get 
A= ai -2 (V -P+N) .  
Multiplying out and rearranging, we get 
Now, by substituting di q- 2Ni for ai in this last equation, we obtain 
v 
- 2P + 2N -- ~(d~ + 2Ni) - A 2V. 
E×panding this equation, we get 
v v 
A - 2P + 2N = ~ di + ~ 2N i -  21/. 
i=1  i=1 
The three terms on the right of this last equation, however, may be evaluated in a different 
fashion. For obviously, 
v ~ 
and 
and 
E di = E knk, 
i=l k=0 
oo  
k=0 
v oo  
2Ni = E 2c,. 
i=l /~---0 
Now, by substituting the last three right-hand expressions into the equation 
v v 
A-  2P + 2N = Ed i  + ~2N, -  2I/, 
i=1  i=t  
we obtain the equation 
oo Oo oo 
k=0 k=0 k=0 
rPelrce enunciated this formula in MS 482 (see footnote 6), For further discussion of Peirce's formula see [12]. 
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Grouping and rearranging this equation, we obtain the result: 
A - 2P + 2N = Z(knt  - 2n~ + 2e~). 
k=0 
Peirce used this formula not only to provide a proof of the negative part of his Reduction 
Thesis, but also to develop a number of connections between logic and graph theory. Most of the 
implications Peirce drew from his formula have not yet been explored thoroughly by scholars,  
4. FURTHER WORK 
In part 3, various notions related to the idea of valence were shown to be related to the 
graphical syntax of PAL; most of these ideas fall within the range of what is called "graph theory" 
proper. In my current research I want to relate PAL to certain ideas that fall within domains 
of investigation that are typically called "topological graph theory," "surface topology," or-- 
more generally--"combinatoria[ topology."9 These ideas cluster about the problem of embedding 
graphs in surfaces. In this short section I very briefly mention several interesting problems that 
invite research. 
A valental graph may be "embedded" in a "surface." One would like to know a great deal more 
about the topic of embedding valental graphs in (orientable) surfaces than is currently known. 
One woukt like, in particular, to be able to answer the following questions. Given a torus of genus 
9 > 0, what arc the conditions on an arbitrary valental graph G for G to be embeddable in the 
torus? And given an arbitrary valental graph G, what is the torus of minimum genus in which it 
can be embedded? Questions like these provide interesting research topics. 
Because the graphs of the graphical syntax of PAL are either valental graphs or else are va[ental 
graphs on which are superimposed simple closed curves representing operations of negation, it is 
re;Lsonable to expect hat graph-theoretical and topological characterizations of valental graphs 
may transfer mutatin mulandis to the graphical syntax of PAL. In case negation is not involved, 
this transfi:r is, of course, straightforward. 
Thus there arises the potential for studying the interactions between the logical properties of 
wlfs, sentences, and arguments, on the one hand, and the topological properties of the graphs of 
the graphical syntax of PAL, on the other. Questions uch as the following naturally arise. Are 
there topological characterizations of the validity of arguments? Under the rules of deduction 
for PAL, are certain topological properties invariant? Are there analogues in logic for unsolved 
problems in graph theory and topological graph theory? It seems reasonable to expect hat an 
exploration of such questions might yield novel procedures and/or results, both in logic and in 
topological graph theory. 
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